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Details of Visit:

Author: pabloeldiablo
Location 2: Bletchley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 25 Mar 2013 17:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hour
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Autumn Temptation
Phone: 07787868719

The Premises:

Nice apartment.Clean,easy to find,with it being only a short walk from the train Station.Safety and
discretion wise,it's on a small estate that just seems really quiet.Think i saw a whole two other
people on the entire estate,and thats both arriving and leaving.

The Lady:

Found her absolutely stunning.Curvy redhead with very striking features and the most amazing
piercing blue eyes.(I'm an eye man,and yes i know thats odd).

The Story:

Have never made an advance booking before so was a little nervous about it so was a little scatty
on the phone,luckily for me Autumn is very easy going and didnt seem to mind my flakeyness.Now i
should point out i dont leave London,and havent in around 8-10 years and it takes a lot to get me to
travel as i hate it.
Once embarked i remembered why i hate travelling,problems with trains,ticket machines,ticket
counters.Then i get there and being a doughnut i was having problems finding the place which
seeing that its basically a straight line is a little embarressing.Thankfully Autumn literally talked me
to her door.
Firstly she offered me a drink which was much appreciated after the train.Then spotting that i was
particularly nervous we spoke for a bit,her asking about my likes etc and generally putting me at
ease.At this point i'd like to point out how friendly Autumn is and how easy she is to speak to.As my
typical answer was,erm,don't know or not sure she thankfully took things in hand.I suppose at this
stage there would be a run down of events.That wont be happening as everything sort of ran into
each other.What i can say is this lady is second to none and her list of likes is correct.Up until this
point it seems i had no idea what the GFE actually meant.Its the sex obviously,but also the
holding,kissing,talking,touching.Its the way things are approached,and this lady is the consumate
proffessional.
Unfortunately,due to another booking i couldn't extend the time.Again,something i've never been
tempted or inclined to do before.
I've finished punts tired before,relaxed,but never both those and distracted,to the point i didnt mind
about the hour wait for the train back due to cancellations.And even with the fun travel i'm trying to
work out a way to get a time to go see her again.
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One thing i'd also like to add to the would you recommend this lady part is especially to a nervous
punter as she excells at putting you at ease
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